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could not find this mistake because a symmetric structure of the M a matrix is still formally retained. Furthermore, the check of the momentum conservation also failed to find the mistake since replaced M a j þ1;kþ1 with j ! 1 are irrelative to the parallel force moment of the lowest Laguerre order j ¼ 0. The mistake was found by a comparison with an analytical solution (with a small mass ratio approximation) in Appendix C in Ref. 3. This concentration on limited transport matrix elements caused also the second mistake, in which results in Figs. 2-3 were not consistent with radial gradients of the pressure and the temperature @p a /@r, @T a /@r stated in the captions. In Fig. 3 , the stated @p a /@r and @T a /@r are substituted correctly only for E r 0 and invalid values are used for E r > 0. Therefore, the unnatural jumps are caused at E r ¼ 0, but we had a misunderstanding on it that there will be the sharp dependence on E r due to the boundary layer effect shown in Fig. 1(b) . Now, we present the exact numerical examples in which the parallel viscosity coefficients M a jþ1;kþ1 and the radial gradients in the captions are correctly substituted. 
